Every year Rolawn supply hundreds of greenkeepers with purpose grown turf, enabling new greens and tees to be brought into play and worn surfaces to be brought up to standard. The turf can be supplied both in standard square yard rolls and in the new big rolls for large areas. A specially developed range of laying equipment is loaned free of charge to customers so that they can lay the large rolls themselves at greatly reduced cost.

The company has exhibited at BTME from the beginning and show a range of turf and of turf laying equipment and staff are on hand to advise on the best choice for individual needs.

For more details contact Terry Ryan on 0904 608661 or visit Rolawn on Stand A27.

Taking pride of place on the Allen Power stand will be the Allen Mustang All Terrain Mower - a 42" ride on mower with a difference. This rugged machine, built around a Briggs & Stratton 16hp twin Vanguard will go where other ride-ons fear to tread, according to Allen Power.

Low pressure ATV tyres and hydrostatic drive with differential lock mean the vehicle will cut grass on banks where until now only pedestrian machines could be used. The above configuration also means the Mustang is in a class of its own on newly seeded grass or in extreme wet conditions.

Electric lift to the cutter, a deck that can be removed in 20 seconds and an impressive towing capacity together with stunning good looks means the Allen Mustang is in demand with the owners of large lawns and the professional user alike.

Price: £3695 +VAT – see it at BTME on Stand A28.

United Agri's United Super Zip Topper is available in three versions, 12" 6" cut with wheels or dual rollers which enables it to follow ground contours. It has a very clean cut, an even spread with quick recovery. It can cut from half an inch upwards. Low horse power required. Transport width 7' 10". It has five spindles with anti-scalp discs and 15 blades.

United Parks Zip Mower is available in four versions. 7' 6" cut, with easy screw adjustable side skids, single or dual rollers, or with wheels. Extremely strong. Either machine will cut in forward or reverse direction. 3 point linkage front and rear.

See the United Agri machinery at BTME on Stand A21.

On display at the Allett Mowers stand will be three machines specifically designed for greenkeepers. The Allett Conqueror is a ride on triple mower for use on tees and surrounds. The machine benefits from hydrostatic transmission and is therefore very manoeuvrable. Unique for a machine in this price range, the Conqueror has individual clutches for all three cutting units giving a choice of cutting widths of 78", 57" or 36". The machine is powered by an 11HP electric start Command engine with a pressure lubricated system for prolonged use on banks.

Also on display will be two pedestrian greens machines. The Tournament incorporates a power driven spiral brush fitted between front roller and cylinder which brushes the turf, lifting any lateral grass, for a much better quality of cut and at the same time it brushes the front roller to keep it clean and so maintain a consistent height of cut. The Shaver is a similar machine but with an optional static brush. Both machines give 180 cuts per yard and a finish which is unequall.

Lindum Turf on Stand B5 will be displaying their range of turf. Lindum turf is well respected and is used by golf courses nationwide.

Grades available: Tournament - the top quality fescue bent greens turf; Tees 1 - the fine grass tees turf and Tees 2, the hard wearing tees turf with dwarf perennial ryegrass.

All other sporting and leisure uses...
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are covered by the Lindum range of turf grades.

The Lindum portfolio of products and services also includes turf in big or small rolls, laying service by competent operators, range of fertilisers and top dressings and overseeding packages.

For more details contact Stephen Fell or David Snowden on 065 261 329.

Pattisson welcome old and new friends to their stand where they will be able to see their new nylon bogy hole cup, putting green markers and flag swivel with the easy-fit flag along with their comprehensive range of golf course and driving range equipment.

See Pattisson on Stand B24.

The Express Dual will be shown by Atterton & Ellis, which is capable of not only conventional plain cylinder grinding with the cylinder removed, but also in-situ grinding of the cylinder when still mounted in the machine – a particularly useful feature when sharpening during mid-season. A "Professional" kit will be included which allows a larger range of cutting units to be sharpened in-situ.

The Anglemaster heavy duty bottom blade grinding machine will also be shown by the company and will include a power traverse feature.

All machines are well proven and carry the Atterton hallmark of quality and reliability and may be seen in use in many of the leading golf courses throughout the country as well as many other parts of the world.

Further details will be available at the show on Stand A8 or by contacting Atterton & Ellis Ltd on 0440 702312.

Hole-in-White return to Harrogate for the third year to enable greenkeepers and trade to see first-hand a demonstration of Hole-in-White in use.

Hole-in-White is a golf hole turf whitener and has been specially designed to provide the golf course manager/greenkeeper with a fast and most efficient way of painting the inside of the golf hole (top inch) using our patent device and quick drying new formula aerosol paint.

Don't miss this opportunity to come along and see us on Stand A4.

This year Donath Seeds will be introducing their new wildflower mixtures for conservation areas on golf courses and Danilo, the leading new amenity perennial ryegrass, which will be available in their fairway mixture.

Donath Seeds will be happy to help with any queries visitors may have concerning hydroseeding on golf courses. For more details or an information pack, call 0666 502834, or visit Donath Seeds on Stand B9.

The unique turfgrass teaching facilities at Myerscough (Lancashire College of Agriculture and Horticulture) provide a comprehensive range of irrigation systems, golfing surfaces and demonstration areas, with a further two holes currently being constructed on the golf course. This allows students to study different construction profiles and management systems. Integrated with these features is a research programme on irrigation and nutrient requirements of high standard bentgrass. Theses offered to students - a strategy known as research. Students are taught to what extent their studies will enhance the quality of courses and improve the career opportunities offered to students - a strategy which has proved highly popular with the successful launch of the new Higher National Diploma in Turf Science and Sports Provision in September 1992.

For more information contact Martyn Jones or Maria Gara at Lancashire College of Agriculture and Horticulture on 0995 40611, or visit Stand A15 at the BTME.

In introducing the driving range version of their tried and tested synthetic surface "Golf Mat", Pro-Tee Products have retained all the qualities and innovations which have proved so successful to date.

Management is considerably eased due to the reduction in range operating costs brought about by the maintainability and durability features designed into the rubber frame/surface combination.

Users have not only noted the size of the mat but also have been pleasantly aware of the qualities it possesses for the protection of their equipment (a 15mm shock absorbing backing cushion) and the non-clogging tee retention system.

For more details of Pro-Tee Products, call 0306 712998 or see them at BTME on Stand B26.

Supreme Mowing proudly present the supreme grinding system, designed to accommodate all sharpening needs.

"You request and we can provide from single function cylinder and bottom blade grinding machines," says Linda Adams, General Manager. Cylinders can be spun and/or single blades ground in situ or out of frame, together with the ability to sharpen bottom blades on the same machine with equal efficiency and precision. Why take up expensive working area with two machines when one will provide all facilities?

Supreme's designs incorporate high safety levels including full shatterproof canopy, recirculating coolant and, importantly, 24-volt switch gear.

See Supreme Mowing on Stand A32 at Harrogate.